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Is this lecture hall too big to hold a Mat E class? Actually, for one Mat E course, it's too small. MSE alumni who are a decade or two past their graduation dates probably recall their materials engineering courses as small classes with perhaps 10 or 20 students. While the department still teaches numerous small classes today, there are now several large courses in the department, and a couple of them are REALLY big.

MSE Highlights

- Dr. Iver Anderson has been chosen as the recipient of the 2014 Application to Practice Award, given by TMS. It is presented to “an individual who has demonstrated outstanding achievement in transferring research results or findings in some aspect of the fields of metallurgy and materials into commercial production and practical use as a representative of an industrial, academic, governmental or technical organization.” There will be an official presentation at the TMS-AIME Annual Awards Ceremony & Dinner on February 18 in San Diego.
• Ben Moews (lower left in red jacket), Mat E senior, performed in ISU Theatre’s ‘Spelling Bee’ on November 8-10 at Fisher Theater.